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Studio Devil Virtual Guitar Amp
delivers preamp tone with

unprecedented realism and fidelity
with premium-quality modeled audio
modeling. The modeling and effects
are highly customizable and can be

tweaked with knobs and sliders. Only
a powerful, high-end stereo system is

needed to experience Studio Devil
Virtual Guitar Amp's presets. Studio
Devil Guitar Amp faithfully emulates
the best characteristics of legendary
amp models from the '50s, '60s and

'70s, so your amplifier tone will
sound more natural and believable,
even if your amp is new. If you want
to have the whole Casanova system

with you, the Studio Devil Studio plug-
in with the Casanova plug-in together

is highly recommended. Casanova
Studio plug-in is a perfectly natural
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preamp (just like the real one) and
mixes well with all your favorite
guitar recordings with its superb

sound quality. The Casanova plug-in
is a direct modeling amp emulator
with all the relevant parameters for
guitar pedals, cabinets, tube circuits
and pickups and effects. Studio Devil
Virtual Guitar Amp brings realism in
many ways. Even though this virtual
guitar amp includes a lot of analog

modeling and actual audio
components, its complexity is

relatively small. The Casanova plug-
in with the Studio Devil Studio plug-in
include great benefits. The Casanova
plug-in brings the preamp into this

virtual amp, so your preamp sound is
included without any additional
effort. You don't have to buy the

Casanova plug-in as this virtual amp
already includes preamp emulation
with natural preamp tone. Studio
Devil Virtual Guitar amp has an

incredibly realistic preamp tone. The
modeling of the preamp is also

programmed in a way that the level
of warmth, crunch and even

distortion can be adjusted for each
particular guitar track. Studio Devil
Virtual Guitar amp includes super-
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realistic vacuum tube circuitry, the
most powerful effects and a perfectly

matching amp cabinet. Casanova
Studio and Casanova Plug-in use pre-

recorded audio data that perfectly
matches the kind of sound that you

will hear from a real amp.
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